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Introduction
Prior to the 1950s, most people had a certain level of bed bug awareness. Whenever they left home, in the back
of their minds, they were conscious that they might encounter bed bugs. People modified their behavior to prevent
bringing bed bugs back home with them. For example, if a woman went to the theater, she would not just put her
handbag and wrap into the seat next to her because she was aware that bed bugs might be there. If someone stayed
at a hotel, they would check the room for bed bugs before unpacking their bag. Apartment managers were also bed
bug conscious and made new tenants fumigate their belongings (usually in the complex’s own fumigation chamber)
before letting them to move in.
Because bed bugs have not been a problem in the United States for close to 50 years, we have lost our bed bug
consciousness. If we go to the movies, we throw our purses and jackets into the empty seat next to us. When we ride
in a taxi, we set our computer bags on the seat and put our luggage in the trunk. If we go to the laundromat we set
our clothes basket on the floor or on the top of the washer. If we stay in a hotel, we throw our suitcases on the extra
bed. We don’t think twice about buying a chair at a garage sale or storing our daughter’s furniture in the spare room.
However, all these behaviors make us vulnerable to bed bug infestation. This publication is intended to make you
aware of the many ways that bed bug infestations get started in homes and apartments, and to help you protect your
home against bed bug invasion.

Bed Bug Prevention When Traveling
One of the most common ways of encountering bed bugs is during travel. Whether traveling in the United States
or internationally, there are hundreds of places where your luggage might come in contact with bed bugs. Bed bugs
might be in your hotel room, in the trunk of the taxi, in the luggage compartment of the airplane, or in the baggage
handling facility at the airport. While you may not be able to control your bag’s travel experience, you can inspect
your hotel room before your sleep there, and you can inspect your luggage prior to bringing it into your home.
Inspecting your hotel room for bed bugs is very important for protecting yourself against bed bug bites as well
as preventing bed bugs from infesting your bag. Hotel infestations are typically focused near the bed, so a quick inspection of the mattress and head board is generally enough for you to determine if bed bugs are present. Before
opening your suitcase:
• Pull back all of the bedding at the head of
• the bed near the head board to look for bed
• bugs or their fecal stains on the mattress
• (usually several black spots in a group)
• Check the underside of the mattress tag
• Check the seams of the mattress and the
• boxsprings
• If possible remove the head board from the
• wall and inspect the back of it, particularly
• the holes for set-in screws and the plate that
• allows the head board to hang from the wall.
• If bed bug evidence is found, report it to the
• management and ask for another room.

To protect your luggage:
• Do not place your suitcase on the spare bed
• Inspect the luggage stand (where the straps are attached to the
• metal bars) and place your bag on the stand away from the wall.
• Keep your clothing in your bag, do not unpack and place your
• belongings in drawers
• Using a flashlight, give a quick check to the closet for bed bug
• evidence before hanging clothes
• Place your shoes in an open area, not under the bed or in
• the closet
• Upon returning home, unpack your luggage immediately in
• some location other than the bed room (bathroom, garage,
• mud room, foyer etc.). Launder all clothing.
• Using a flashlight, inspect your bag for bed bugs.
• If you have reason to believe that your bag did encounter bed
• bugs, place your suitcase in a plastic bag. If the weather is
• warm, the bag with the suitcase can be put out in the hot sun or in the hot car for a day. Alternatively,
• a fumigant strip (NoPest® strip) can be put inside the bag to chemically treat the suitcase. You can
• also purchase a collapsible heat chamber designed for heat treating luggage (PackTite Portable Bed
• bug Killing Unit™).
• Although it is not always practical, using a soft bag like a duffel style bag or gym bag when traveling
• will allow you to put the bag in the dryer when you get home.

Avoiding Used Furniture
By far the most common method of developing a bed bug infestation is by bringing used furniture into your
home. Used furniture comes in many forms, and while picking up a nice looking mattress sitting next to the dumpster
may be an obvious risk, storing your son’s furniture when he moves home from college may not be so obvious. Bed
bugs can infest many items. To protect yourself:
• Never take any furniture from a dumpster no matter how good it looks. The better it looks the more
• likely it is to be infested with bed bugs.
• Do not purchase refurbished mattresses or couches.
• Do not purchase furniture at a garage sale or antique store without carefully inspecting it first.
• Never rent furniture or store anyone’s furniture in your home.
• Do not purchase used books without first inspecting them.
• If you purchase a new mattress (or any piece of furniture), do not have it delivered to your home.
• Often the same trucks that deliver new mattresses, also take the old (potentially infested) mattresses
• away. So your new mattress might pick up bed bugs on the truck.
• If you are helping a friend move, or transporting other people’s belonging for any reason, be sure to
• inspect your vehicle once the belongings have been removed. While bed bugs do not typically survive
• the heat of a car during the warmer months, the car is an excellent bed bug habitat during the
• cooler weather.

Being Conscious of Visitors to Your Home
Not only does infested furniture have the potential to bring bed bugs into your home, so do other people. While
we do not want to avoid having visitors, we simply need to be conscious of who they are and what they might bring
with them in their bags and travel accessories. For example, if your mother is coming for Christmas, and she is visiting

from your childhood home in Iowa, you may have nothing to be concerned about. However, if your mother has
been at a rest home for the last several years, you may want to inspect her things (discretely) as you are unpacking
them. Likewise, if your daughter is coming home to visit after travelling aboard in Asia, and she is bringing several
of her Swedish backpacking buddies with her, you may want to inspect their bedroom after they leave.

At the Laundromat
Most people that have had their homes or apartment
treated for bed bug infestations have been told by their pest
control company to bag up (in plastic bags) everything that
can be laundered and place the infested items in a hot dryer
to kill the bed bugs. Because there may be several bags full
of items to be laundered, many people will take their bags
to the nearest laundromat. While there is no question that
washing, and particularly drying, household items will kill
all of the laundered bed bugs, you have to wonder what
happens to the bed bugs that may get left in the empty plastic bags. Typically, those infested bags are stuffed into the
trash cans at the laundromat. There they will remain until
the trash is emptied. While some trash receptacles may be
emptied every night, others may be left there several days,
allowing hungry bed bugs to escape and potentially infest
the facility, and your warm, freshly dried clothes.

To protect your belongings from becoming infested:
• Do not transport laundry in cloth bags unless you plan to wash and dry them. Instead use white,
• plastic baskets that are easy to inspect when they are empty.
• Do not set your laundry basket on the floor or on top of the washer but put it back in your car when
• it is not in use. If you do not have a car, place the basket on top of the washer and inspect it
• thoroughly before putting clean laundry back into it.
• Do not set your laundry basket anywhere near the seating areas or trash cans.
• Inspect any chairs in the seating area of the laundromat before sitting on them.
• Inspect the table used for folding laundry before placing your clean clothes on it. Better still,
• fold your clean laundry at home.

Encountering Bed Bugs While at Work
Some professions make you more at risk of encountering bed bugs than others. Obviously, if you are in the pest
control business, you are at constant risk of bringing bed bugs home. However, other professions that bring you into
contact with other people’s living quarters will also increase your potential for bed bug encounters. For example,
doctors, nurses, home healthcare and hospice workers, homeless shelter employees, school teachers, daycare workers,
parole and police officers, prison wardens, firemen, ministers, priests, plumbers, electricians, movers, painters, handymen, apartment managers, hotel managers, hotel maids and maintenance personnel, taxi and limousine drivers,
should all be familiar with bed bugs and on the look out for them in their day to day activities. If you belong to a
profession where you are required to visit people’s homes that you know or suspect have bed bugs, it is best to wear
dedicated clothing and shoes that you can bag up in your vehicle, so that you avoid taking bed bugs into another
person’s home or your own. Also you need to be aware of not sitting on the couch or laying your hand bag or

backpack on the furniture. Also be sure to inspect your clothing and the bottom of our shoes immediately after you
leave a person’s home and before you get into your vehicle. Some professions now provide Tivec™ suits for employees
that who make regular visits to client’s homes as part of their job.
Slowly but surely bed bugs are also making their way into office buildings. If you work in an office building, it
is best to keep you hand bag and personal items in a desk drawer rather than setting them on a chair or the floor.
Hang your jacket on a hanger in your office or cubicle. Do not just hang it on the back of your office chair. If you
find a bed bug in your office, catch it in a plastic bag for positive identification. Be discrete (bed bugs can cause mass
hysteria in an office) and contact the building maintenance personnel immediately*.

Early Detection Tools*
Early detection is critically important to putting a bed bug problem behind you quickly and efficiently. So, if
you find a bed bug in your home, don’t freak out! You don’t have time. You will need all of your rational faculties
focused on the tedious bed bug elimination process. First, catch the bed bug if you can and preserve it in a plastic
bag for positive identification. Next, try to isolate the location where the bed bug was seen. Then call a qualified and
experienced pest management company to do an inspection. Comply with all of the pest managers directions on
preparing your home for inspection and treatment. If your pest control company confirms from your specimen that
you do have bed bugs, you may want to purchase high quality mattress encasements for your mattress and box
springs. The encasements will not prevent or control bed bugs, but they will keep you from having to throw the bed
away, and will prevent bed bugs hiding in the bed from escaping and biting you. Encasements will also prevent any
new bed bugs from infesting the box springs (a favorite harborage for bed bugs that is very difficult for your pest
manager to treat). Your pest management company may also suggest that you place ClimbUp™ devices under the
bed and furniture legs to detect additional bed bugs that might be infesting the home. The ClimbUp™ devices,
when used properly, are excellent for intercepting bed bugs as they attempt to climb the bed legs to feed on you when
you are asleep. The mattress encasements and ClimbUp™ devices are the best methods for preventing bed bug infestations from progressing undetected. They are also excellent tools for determining whether or not a small infestation
has been eliminated.

A State of Bed Bug Consciousness
The purpose of this publication is not to make you paranoid about bed bugs, but to heighten your awareness
about encountering bed bugs during your daily activities. Because there is currently no simple and inexpensive way
to eliminate bed bug infestations, we are seeing their populations becoming more and more widespread. It is for this
reason that we need to develop a bed bug consciousness so that we can modify our behavior to avoid bringing bed
bugs into our home.

*Cooper Pest Solutions, Lawerenceville, New Jersey

Bed Bugs
Bed bugs are small, wingless insects that
can feed on sleeping humans at night. These
nocturnal insects hide along seams of mattresses, in
box springs, or in cracks and crevices near sleeping
areas. Eliminating an infestation requires removing or
treating all infested material and monitoring to be sure
bed bugs are gone.

Bed bug identiﬁcation and biology.
✦ Adults are small (about 1/5 inch), oval,
and rusty red. Nymphs, or immature bed
bugs, are smaller and lighter colored.
✦ Bed bugs feed only on blood and must
have one blood meal prior to molting to
the next, larger nymphal stage.
✦ Adults can feed every few days but can
survive many months without food.

What are associated health problems?
✦ Bed bug feeding is painless. Victims usually
remain asleep.
✦ Areas around bites may redden, swell, and
itch. Some people have no reaction.
✦ Bed bugs are not known to spread diseases,
but scratching bites can lead to infections.

Remove or treat all infested materials as
soon as you detect bed bugs.
✦ Vacuum along mattress seams, baseboards, and other areas.
✦ Wash all bedding and clothing in hot
(120°F) water and dry in a hot dryer.
✦ Consider steam cleaning.
✦ If possible, replace infested mattresses.
✦ Specially-designed mattress encasements
may be helpful.

Serious infestations may require insecticide
treatment.
✦ Hire an experienced pest control
professional. They have access to the most
effective products.
✦ Apply insecticides to cracks, crevices,
baseboards, and bed frames but not
directly to mattresses or bedding. Use
special dusts for wall voids and other outof-the-way spots.
✦ Insecticides alone will not control bed
bugs. Remove infested materials, and seal
hiding spots.
✦ Inspect after treatment to be sure bugs
are gone.

Adult bed bug (1/5 inch).

How does a bed bug infestation start?
✦ People can carry bed bugs on luggage,
clothes, bedding, furniture, or other objects and may pick them up in hotels.
✦ Hotels, homeless shelters, furnished apartments, and dormitories are most at risk.
✦ Second-hand mattresses and furniture can
be a source.

Detecting bed bugs.
✦ Look for bed bugs, their dark fecal spots,
and light-brown shed skins.
✦ Focus on mattresses, box springs, bed
frames, and areas around the bed.
✦ Bed bugs like to hide. Remove bedding. Look in cracks, crevices, and
holes. Turn furniture upside down
and dismantle frames if necessary.
✦ Use a ﬂashlight and magnifying
glass.

Minimize the use of pesticides that pollute our
waterways. Use nonchemical alternatives or less
toxic pesticide products whenever possible. Read
product labels carefully and follow instructions
on proper use, storage, and disposal.
For more information about managing pests, contact your local
Cooperative Extension ofﬁce listed in your phone book or at
www.csrees.usda.gov/Extension/index.html. If you
have a question about choosing a pesticide, contact the National
Pesticide Information Center at 1-800-858-7378 or via e-mail
at npic@ace.orst.edu.
University of California
Statewide IPM Program
www.ipm.ucdavis.edu

www.StopPests.org

What you use in your home affects
the health of those around you!
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BED BUGS
By Michael F. Potter, Professor & Urban Entomologist
Most householders of this generation have never seen a bed
bug. Until recently, they also were a rarity among pest
control professionals. Bed bug infestations were common in
the United States before World War II. But with
improvements in hygiene, and especially the widespread
use of DDT during the 1940s and ‘50s, the bugs all but
vanished. The pests remained fairly prevalent, however, in
other regions of the world including Asia, Africa, and
Eastern Europe. In recent years, bed bugs have also made a
comeback in the U.S. They are increasingly being
encountered in homes, apartments, hotels, motels, health
care facilities, dormitories, shelters, schools, and modes of
transport. Other places where bed bugs sometimes appear
include movie theaters, laundries/dry cleaners, furniture
rental outlets and office buildings. Immigration and
international travel have undoubtedly contributed to the
resurgence of bed bugs in the U.S. Changes in modern pest
control practice — and less effective bed bug pesticides —
are other factors suspected for the recurrence.
DESCRIPTION AND HABITS.
Bed bugs are small,
brownish, flattened insects
that feed solely on the
blood of animals. The
common bed bug, Cimex
lectularius, is the species
most adapted to living
with humans. It has done
so since ancient times. Bed
bugs are mentioned in
Adult bed bug feeding on human medieval European texts
and in classical Greek
writings back to the time of Aristotle. Other bed bug
species prefer to feed on wild hosts, especially bats and
birds.
Adult bed bugs are about 3/16-inch long and reddishbrown, with oval, flattened bodies. They are sometimes
mistaken for ticks or cockroaches. The immatures (nymphs)
resemble the adults, but are smaller and lighter in color.
Bed bugs do not fly, but can move rapidly over floors,
walls, ceilings and other surfaces. Female bed bugs lay their
eggs in secluded areas, depositing 1, 2 or more eggs per day
and hundreds during a lifetime. The eggs are tiny, whitish,
and hard to see on most surfaces without magnification
(individual eggs are about the size of a dust speck). When
first laid, the eggs are sticky, causing them to adhere to
surfaces. Newly hatched nymphs are straw-colored and no
bigger than a pinhead. As they grow, they molt (shed their
skin) five times before reaching maturity. A blood meal is
needed between each successive molt. Under favorable

conditions (70-80°F), the bugs can complete development
in as little as a month, producing three or more generations
per year. Cooler temperatures or limited access to blood
extends the development time. Bed bugs are resilient.
Nymphs can survive months without feeding and the adults
for more than a year. Infestations therefore are unlikely to
diminish by leaving premises unoccupied. Although C.
lectularius prefers feeding on humans, it will also bite other
warm-blooded animals, including dogs, cats, birds and
rodents.
Bed bugs are
active mainly at
night. During the
daytime, they
prefer to hide
close to where
people sleep.
Their flattened
bodies enable
them to fit into
tiny crevices —
especially those
Dark spots of bed bug excrement on a
associated with
mattress
mattresses, box
springs, bed frames and headboards. Bed bugs do not have
nests like ants or bees, but do tend to congregate in habitual
hiding places. Characteristically, these areas are marked by
dark spotting and staining, which is the dried excrement of
the bugs. Also present will be eggs and eggshells, the
brownish molted skins of maturing nymphs and the bugs
themselves. Another telltale though less frequent sign is
rusty or reddish blood smears on bed sheets or mattresses
from crushing an engorged bed bug. Heavy infestations

Bed bugs often congregate along seams of mattresses and
box springs. Blackish spots are excrement.

luggage, clothing, beds, furniture, and other items. This is a
particular problem for hotels, motels and apartments, where
turnover of occupants is constant. Bed bugs are small,
cryptic and agile, escaping detection after crawling into
suitcases, boxes and belongings. The eggs are especially
tiny and are usually overlooked. Acquiring secondhand
beds, couches and furniture is another way that the bugs are
transported into previously non-infested dwellings. Bed
bugs also can be carried in on a person’s clothing or shoes,
resulting in an infestation.

may have a “buggy” smell, but the odor is seldom apparent
and should not be relied upon for detection.
Bed bugs prefer to hide close to where they feed. However,
if necessary, they will crawl several feet to obtain a blood
meal. Initial infestations tend to be around beds, but the
bugs eventually may become scattered throughout the
bedroom, occupying any crevice or protected location.
They also may spread to adjacent rooms or apartments.
BITES & CONCERNS.
Bed bugs usually bite people at night while they are
sleeping. They feed by piercing the skin with an elongated
beak through which they withdraw blood. Engorgement
takes about three to 10 minutes, yet the person seldom
knows they are being bitten. Bed bugs normally do not
reside on people like head or body lice ⎯ immediately after
feeding they crawl off and reside elsewhere to digest their
meal. Symptoms after being bitten vary with the individual.
Many develop an itchy red welt or localized swelling within
a day or so of the bite. Others have little or no reaction, and
in some people the reaction is delayed. Unlike flea bites
that occur mainly around the ankles, bed bugs feed on any
skin exposed while sleeping (face, neck, shoulders, back,
arms, legs, etc.). The welts and itching are often wrongly
attributed to other causes, such as mosquitoes. For these
reasons, infestations may go a long time unnoticed, and can
become quite large before being detected. The likelihood of
bed bugs increases if the affected individual has been
traveling, or had acquired used beds or furnishings before
symptoms started to appear. Bed bugs also are suspect if
you wake up with itchy bites you did not have when you
went to sleep. Conversely, it is important to recognize that
not all bites or bite-like reactions are due to bed bugs.
Confirmation requires finding and identifying the bugs
themselves, which often requires the help of a professional.
(Other possible sources of irritation are discussed in
University of Kentucky entomology fact sheet ENT-58;
Invisible Itches: Insect and Non-Insect Causes).

Once bed bugs are introduced, they often spread throughout
a building. The bugs can travel from room to room or floor
to floor either by crawling or via a person. Unlike
cockroaches that feed on filth, the level of cleanliness has
little to do with most bed bug infestations. Pristine homes,
hotels and apartments have plenty of hiding places and an
abundance of warm-blooded hosts. Thus, they are almost as
vulnerable to infestation as are places of squalor.
When bed bug-like insects are found, it’s important to
consider whether bats, swallows, chimney swifts, pigeons
or other wild hosts are involved. Although similar in
appearance, species of bed bugs that normally feed on bats
and birds can be differentiated from those that prefer
humans. Entomologists and knowledgeable pest control
firms can make this determination.

A common concern with bed bugs is whether they transmit
diseases. Although bed bugs can harbor pathogens in and
on their bodies, transmission to humans is considered
unlikely. Their medical significance is chiefly limited to the
itching and inflammation from their bites. Antihistamines
and corticosteroids may be prescribed to reduce allergic
reactions, and antiseptic or antibiotic ointments to prevent
infection. Though not known to carry diseases, bed bugs
can severely reduce quality of life by causing discomfort,
sleeplessness, anxiety, and embarrassment.

Bed bugs often congregate along seams of mattresses and box
springs. Blackish spots are excrement.

WHERE THEY HIDE.
Bed bugs can live in almost any crevice or protected
location. The most common place to find them is the bed.
Bed bugs often hide within seams, tufts and crevices of the
mattress, box spring, bed frame and headboard. A thorough
inspection requires dismantling the bed, and standing the
components on edge so that upper and lower surfaces can
be examined. Things to look for are the bugs themselves,
and the light-brown, molted skins of the nymphs. Dark
spots of dried bed bug excrement are often present along
mattress seams or wherever the bugs have resided. Box
springs afford many places for bed bugs to hide, especially
underneath where the fabric is stapled to the wooden frame.
Oftentimes the underlying gauze dust cover must be
removed to gain access for inspection and possible
treatment. Successful treatment of mattresses and box

Conventional insect repellents, like those used to deter ticks
and mosquitoes, do not appear to be effective against bed
bugs. Attempting to avoid being bitten by applying insect
repellent at bedtime is not recommended. Sleeping with the
lights on is not likely to deter hungry bed bugs either.
HOW INFESTATIONS BEGIN.
It often seems that bed bugs arise from nowhere. The bugs
are efficient hitchhikers and are usually transported in on
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springs is difficult, however, and infested ones may need to
be discarded or encased in a protective cover. Cracks and
crevices of bed frames should be examined, especially if the
frame is wood. (Bed bugs have an affinity for wood and
fabric more so than metal or plastic). Headboards secured to
walls should also be removed and inspected. In hotels and
motels, the area behind the headboard is often the first place
that the bugs become established. Bed bugs also hide
among items stored under beds.
Bed Bugs hidden beside a recessed screw
under a nightstand.

be prudent to
enlist the services
of a professional.
Experienced pest
control firms
know where to
look for bed bugs,
and have an
assortment of
management tools
at their disposal.

Owners and occupants have an important role and will need
to assist the professional. Affording access for inspection
and treatment is crucial, and excess clutter will have to be
removed. Belongings strewn about rooms afford many
places for bed bugs to hide, and impedes inspection and
treatment. Some pest control firms want furniture moved
away from walls and mattresses and box springs stood on
edge before they arrive; others prefer to inspect first and
move these items themselves. Since bed bugs can disperse
throughout a building, it often will be necessary to inspect
adjoining rooms and apartments.
Treatment Procedures.

Bed bugs are frequently found on the undersides of box springs.

During the early stages of a bed bug problem, the pests tend
to congregate mostly in beds and other sleeping areas. As
infestations grow larger, they tend to move beyond beds
into other locations making control more difficult.
Upholstered chairs and sofas should be examined above and
beneath, especially seams, tufts, skirts and crevices. Sofas
can be major bed bug hotspots, especially when used for
sleeping. Like beds, they can be difficult to treat and may
need to be discarded. Nightstands and dressers should be
emptied and examined inside and out, then tipped over to
inspect the woodwork underneath. Oftentimes the bugs will
be hiding in cracks, corners, and recesses. Other common
places to find bed bugs include: along and under the edge of
wall-to-wall carpeting (especially behind beds and
furniture); cracks in wood molding; ceiling-wall junctures;
behind wall-mounted picture frames, mirrors, switch plates
and outlets; under loose wallpaper; amongst clothing and
clutter stored in closets; and inside clocks, phones,
televisions and smoke detectors.

Inspections and treatments must be very thorough

Infested and infestation-prone bedding and garments will
need to be bagged and laundered (120°F minimum) since
these items cannot be treated with insecticides. Another
effective and efficient option is to place clothing, toys,
shoes, backpacks, etc., in a clothes dryer set at medium to
high heat for 10 to 20 minutes. This will kill all bed bug life
stages and can be done alone or in conjunction with
laundering. According to textile experts at the Drycleaning
& Laundry Institute (Laurel, MD), most garments
designated as ‘dry-clean only’ (e.g., cotton, wool, silk,
linen, rayon, nylon, poly blends) will not be harmed
provided they are dry before being placed in a clothes dryer
at moderate (less than 160°F) settings. While dry cleaning
procedures also kill bed bugs, there is risk of infesting the
establishment when buggy items are de-bagged, tagged and
sorted.

Bed bugs tend to congregate in certain areas, but it is
common to find a single bug or some eggs scattered here
and there. Persistence and a bright flashlight are requisites
for success. A thorough inspection and treatment may take
up to several hours. Some companies are beginning to use
canines for detecting hard-to-find infestations. When
properly trained, the dogs can be very effective. However at
this time very few companies are using them due to the
expense of training and maintaining such animals.
CONTROLLING INFESTATIONS.
Bed bugs are challenging pests to control. Since they can
hide in so many places, treatments must be thorough and
elimination is not always a certainty. In most cases, it will
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cockroaches are ineffective. Application entails treating all
areas where the bugs are discovered or tend to crawl or
hide. This may take hours of effort and follow-up visits are
usually required.

Items which cannot be put in a washer or dryer can
sometimes be de-infested by wrapping in plastic and
placing them outdoors in a hot, sunny location, closed
vehicle, etc. for at least a day. If this method is attempted,
packing fewer items per bag makes it harder for the bugs to
find cooler places to hide. Monitoring with a thermometer
is prudent, with a target internal temperature of at least
120°F. Bed bugs also will succumb to cold temperatures
below 32°F, but the freezing temperatures must be
maintained for several days. Consequently, throughout
much of the country, heating tends to be a faster, more
reliable option than chilling. Attempts to rid an entire
dwelling of bed bugs by raising or lowering the thermostat
will be unsuccessful, although some companies are having
success using supplemental heaters.

Some bed bug species are parasites of bats or birds, and
may bite people if the wild hosts are no longer available. If
bat bugs or bird bugs are involved, roosting and nesting
sites should be the primary focus of treatment and the
animals excluded from the building.
Do I Have to Throw Out the Bed? Eliminating bed bugs
from beds can be challenging. If there are holes or tears in
the fabric, the bugs and eggs may be inside, as well as
outside. There also are restrictions on how beds can be
treated with pesticides. For these reasons, companies
sometimes recommend that beds be discarded, especially
when heavily infested or in poor condition. Another option
is to encase both the mattress and box spring in a protective
cover like those used for allergy relief. Encasements
specifically designed to help protect against bed bugs are
available through retail outlets or pest control firms. Once
the cover is installed and zipped shut, any bugs which
happen to be inside are entombed and eventually will die.
Encasements also help protect newly purchased beds, and
make it easier to spot and destroy any bugs residing on the
outer surface during subsequent examination. Encasements
will not, however, keep bed bugs from crawling onto a bed
and biting a sleeping person.

Bed bugs often reside along baseboards. Photo show eggs,
nymphs, and adults beneath carpet edge.

Some companies treat seams, tufts, and crevices of bed
components with insecticides, but they usually will not
spray the entire mattress surface. They also should not
spray bed sheets, blankets or clothing, which should be
laundered. Vacuuming and steaming further help to
eliminate bugs and eggs from beds, but afford no residual
protection and may not kill bed bugs hidden inside the box
spring or mattress. Fumigation is another way to de-infest
beds and hard-to-treat items, but the procedure is not
always available. In extreme cases, entire buildings have
been fumigated for bed bugs. The service can be quite
costly though, and involves covering the building in a tarp
and injecting a lethal gas. Some companies also de-infest
such items with specialized heating equipment.

General housecleaning measures, such as vacuuming floors
and surfaces, seldom reaches the places where bed bugs
hide. Targeted vacuuming of infested harborages, however,
can help remove some of the bugs before treatment with
insecticides. Bed bugs and especially the eggs can be
difficult to dislodge. Optimum results will be achieved by
moving and scraping the end of the suction wand along
infested areas such as seams and fabric folds of beds and
sofas, and the perimeter edge of wall-to-wall carpets.
Afterward, dispose of the vacuum contents in a sealed trash
bag. Some pest control firms also employ commercial
steamers or rapid freezing equipment to treat areas where
bed bugs are found or suspected. Used correctly, they kill
both bugs and eggs on contact. Neither method, however,
affords residual protection against bed bugs which may
have been missed.

PREVENTING INFESTATIONS. As difficult as it can
be to eradicate bed bugs, it makes great sense to take
precautions to avoid them in the first place. Householders
should be vigilant when acquiring used furnishings,
especially beds and couches. Curbside items should be
avoided, and secondhand articles should be examined
closely before being brought into the home, and perhaps
laundered or placed in a dryer. Avoiding problems with bed
bugs is most challenging in apartments, hotels and other
places where there are ongoing opportunities for the bugs to
be introduced. Preventative inspection by tenants,
housekeeping staff, or pest control firms is the best way to
uncover infestations in their initial stages when they are
easiest to control.

At times it may be necessary to throw out infested items,
especially beds and upholstered furniture. Knowledgeable
pest control firms are able to advise clients on what can stay
and what should go. When infested items are discarded,
bagging or wrapping them prevents dislodgement of bugs
en route to the Dumpster®.
While the aforementioned measures are helpful,
insecticides are important for bed bug elimination.
Professionals treat using a variety of low-odor sprays, dusts
and aerosols. Baits designed to control ants and
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Discarded beds and couches might be infested and should be
left alone.

Concerned travelers may want to get in the habit of
checking their bed for signs of bed bugs, a common
practice in the past. This would entail examining the bed
sheets and upper and lower seams of the mattress and box
spring, especially along the head of the bed. Some
professionals also suggest removal and examination behind
the headboard, a frequent hiding place for the bugs in hotel
rooms. Headboards are heavy and cumbersome, however,
and untrained persons should not attempt removal
themselves. If bed bugs are discovered, travelers can
request another room, preferably in another area of the
building. Vigilant travelers may also want to elevate
suitcases off the floor on a luggage stand, tabletop or other
hard surface. Should travelers experience itchy welts
suggestive of bed bug bites during their stay, it would be
prudent upon returning home (before unpacking) to place
all clothing in disposable plastic bags and directly into the
washer and/or dryer. Inspecting or vacuuming luggage upon
arrival home is less useful since it’s hard to spot bed bugs
inside a suitcase. The suitcase itself can either be treated or
discarded.
The incidence of bed bugs in the United States is increasing
to the point where vigilance by all is a prudent practice.
Familiarity can help to avoid infestation, or at least prompt
earlier intervention by a professional.
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what are bed bugs?

don’t let the
BED BUGS
bite

Bed bugs are about 1/4 inch long,
with reddish-brown, oval, flattened
bodies. They are easily mistaken for
ticks or roaches. They feed mostly at
night on the blood of people and
animals.
Bed bugs can cause health problems and result in discomfort. Bed bug bites may cause a skin
rash in some cases. Having bed bugs
in your home may also cause stress
and embarassment.
Changes in modern pest control and
the use of less effective chemicals are reasons for recent
increases of bed bugs.

do you have a
bed bug problem?
Look closely at all bedding and bedroom furniture (mattress, box-springs, etc.). Bed bugs may be difficult to find.
You will need to look for blood or small dark spots, especially in and around the seams of the mattress.

c o n ta c t u s
Environmental Health and Protection
Lexington-Fayette County Health Department
804A Newtown Circle
Lexington, KY 40511
Phone:
(859) 231-9791
Fax:
(859) 231-9459
Hours:
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Monday thru Friday
www.lexingtonhealthdepartment.org

Look for any marks on your skin. You may see small bite
marks in the morning. These bites may itch. Bed bugs
usually bite while people are sleeping during the day
or night. Other bug bites can leave similar marks. Not
all people who are bitten by bed bugs will have bite
marks.

Facebook is a registered
trademark of Facebook, Inc.

The chances of having bed bugs increases if you or someone in your family have traveled recently or have gotten
used furniture before noticing the bed bug marks.

twitter.com/LFCHD

Prevent and eliminate
bed bugs before
it’s too late
w w w. l e x i n g t o n h e a l t h d e p a r t m e n t . o r g

where do they live?

Bed bugs can be found in homes, apartments, hotels,
motels, dorm rooms and modes of transportation. They
are found in fabric and wood, not metal and plastic.
Places to look include:
• mattresses and box springs (in seams and creases),
bed frames and headboards;
• along/under the edges of carpet (behind beds and
furniture);
• hardwood floors (check corners and cracks);
• moulding and baseboard cracks;
• behind picture frames and wall hangings;
• in switch plates and outlets;
• under loose wallpaper and paneling;
• in clothing stored in closets and
drawers;
• inside clocks, phones, TVs and
smoke detectors;
• and cloth chairs and sofas (seams,
skirts and under cushions).

Eliminate the problem

Prevent the spread

• Pick up everything in the infested room, and put anything that you need to keep in a zippered
plastic bag. Put it in a hot, sunny place
(120ºF minimum) or below freezing (below 32ºF) for a couple weeks.

• Do not pick up any used furniture or mattresses/box
springs from the roadside or by garbage containers.
• If you have gotten furniture from a rental service, always check the seams and any creased
areas for bed bugs.

• Bedding and clothing will need to be
bagged and washed in hot water (120ºF
minimum) or thrown away.

• When traveling, check rooms thoroughly before placing luggage on the floor or bed.

• When trying to clean carpets from bed bugs,
vacuuming will not be enough. You must
steam clean this area at a temperature
of at least 120ºF. The carpet may need
to be replaced.
• For less severe cases, zippered covers
(available at bedding and allergy supply
stores) may be used to keep bed bugs off
the mattresses and box springs.

• Do not sit on furniture or lay in beds where
you think there may be a problem.
• While cleanliness is not a major factor in
fighting bed bugs, it is a good idea not to have
clutter around your home or in your room.
• Once bed bugs are in a building, they often
spread from room to room. Completely checking the problem is necessary so all areas can be treated
to prevent spreading.

SEEKING ASSISTANCE IS IMPORTANT
If you live in an apartment building and think there are bed bugs, you need
to call your landlord about the problem. All apartments in a building with
bed bugs need to be checked and treated. You or your landlord need to
call a licensed pest control company to schedule an appointment for an
inspection and treatment.

ARRANGE FOR PICK-UP OF BADLY INFESTED ITEMS
If mattresses and box springs are badly infested, spray paint a warning
sign on both, or slash both of them, and seal with plastic. Contact the Division of Solid Waste at (859) 425-2255 for special pick-up of these items.

¿Qué son los Chinches?
Los chinches son alrededor de un 1/4 de pulgada
de largos, de color marrón rojizo, de forma ovalada y cuerpos chatos. Ellos pueden ser confundidos fácilmente por pulgas o cucarachas.
Ellos se nutren de la sangre de los humanos o
animales, mayormente de noche.

Existen Problemas de Salud
Causados por los Chinches?
• Las picadas de chinches pueden causar irritación de la piel en algunos casos.
• El tener una infestación puede crear problemas de ansiedad y vergüenza.
• Gran malestar.

¿Dondé Ellos viven?
Ellos pueden ser encontrados en cualquier hogar
o ediﬁcio. Lugares claves donde se debería buscar son:
• A lo largo de las costuras y grietas de los colchones, box springs y muebles.
• En la cabecera y marco de la cama.
• A lo largo de las esquinas y debajo de pisos
alfombrados.
• En las grietas en los marcos de la pared y pisos
de madera.
• Detrás de marcos de foto, objetos colgados en
la pared y papel decorativo de pared suelto.
• Adentro de relojes, teléfonos, televisores, enchufes y detectores de humo.
Cambios en practicas de fumigación y el uso de
pesticidas menos efectivos son factores que han
ayudado en el resurgimiento.

Este es un chinche adulto nutriéndose en piel humana .
Sus mordidas pueden dejar marcas notables en algunas
personas mientras que en otras no dejen ningunas.

Lexington-Fayette County Health
Department
333 Waller Avenue, 4th Floor
Lexington, KY 40504
(859) 231-9791
Fax: (859) 231-9459
www.lexingtonhealthdepartment.org
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Los Chinches
Una Guía para
Identiﬁcación,
Prevención, y
Tratamiento

Lexington-Fayette County
Health Department
333 Waller Avenue, 4th Floor
Lexington, KY 40504

www.lexingtonhealthdepartment.org

¿Cómo Usted Sabe Sí Tiene un Problema con los Chinches?

Una inspección detallada de toda la ropa de cama
y juego de cuarto (colchoneta, box-springs, marco
de la cama, cabecera, etc.) es necesario. Como los
chinches usualmente salen solo de noche, ellos serán
difíciles de encontrar, así que usted tendrá que buscar por sangre y manchas de excremento adentro y
alrededor de las costuras de los colchones.

Usted notara pequeñas picadas en la mañana
ya que los chinches usualmente pican durante la

noche. La presencia de picadas no es un método
de identiﬁcación conﬁable. Otros insectos (como
los mosquitos) pueden dejar picadas similares y no
todas las personas que son picadas por los chinches
muestran picadas.
La posibilidad que sean chinches aumenta si el individuo ha viajado recientemente o ha adquirido
muebles usados antes que los síntomas comenzaran a aparecer.

¿Cómo Usted Trata una Infestación de Chinches?

• Si usted vive en un ediﬁcio con múltiples unidades de vivienda, usted necesita avisar a su
“landlord” sobre el problema y contactar al
Departamento de Salud al 231-9791. Todas las
unidades en el ediﬁcio afectado necesitaran ser
inspeccionadas y tratadas de se necesario.

• Si su colchón o box springs están severamente
infestados, píntele avisos en ambos o córtelos
y cúbralos con plástico. Contacte la División de
Desperdicios Sólidos al 425-2255 para un recogido especial de objetos infestados.

• Usted o su “landlord” llamara a un exterminador certiﬁcado para hacer una cita para la inspección y tratado de su unidad.

• Para infestaciones menos severas, protectores
de colchón (disponibles en tiendas para ropa de
cama o alergias) deben ser utilizados para evitar
el acceso a los chinches.

• Recoja cualquier reguero que tenga en el cuarto infectado, y separe cualquier objeto que usted
piense que este infectado.
Ropa o ropa de cama infectada necesitara ser
embolsada y lavada en agua caliente a(120ºF o
49°C mínimo) o desechada.
• Pasar la aspiradora no es suﬁciente para librar a
su alfombra de infestaciones. Usted debe limpiar
a vapor el área infestada a una temperatura de
120ºF o 49°C mínimo. La alfombra quizás tenga
que ser removida.

¿Cómo Se Pueden Prevenir
las Infestaciones de Chinches?
• No recoja ninguna mueblería, colchón o box
spring de segunda mano de la calle o basureros.
Si usted a recibido muebles de alguna compañía
de mudanza, inspeccione en las costuras o grietas de los muebles por señales de chinches.
• Cuando este de viaje inspeccione en los cuartos de hotel o motel detalladamente antes de
poner su equipaje en el piso o la cama.
• No se siente en muebles o se acueste en camas donde usted sospeche que hay un problema.
• Aunque la higiene y limpieza no son un factor crucial en la prevención de infestaciones de
chinches, seria una buena idea el minimizar los
regueros alrededor de su hogar o en su cuarto.

Este colchón muestra señales de manchas de
sangre y excremento de chinches.

• Una vez los chinches son introducidos en un
ediﬁcio, ellos usualmente se esparcen de cuarto
a cuarto. Inspecciones detalladas para determinar la magnitud del problema son necesarias
para que las áreas afectadas puedan ser tratadas apropiadamente para prevenir mas .

